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Marg Hutton
On 23 October 2001, the day Australians first became aware of the horrific sinking of the asylum
seeker vessel we now know as ‘SIEVX’1 with the loss of over 350 lives, an official government
cable was read out in the Prime Minister’s People Smuggling Taskforce (PST) causing the high
level group to conclude that the ‘vessel [was] likely to have been in international waters’ when it
foundered, placing the tragedy firmly in the Australian ‘Operation Relex’ border protection
surveillance and interception zone.
One would reasonably expect that there would have been an immediate call for an inquiry into an
incident of this magnitude, the ‘largest Australian-related civilian catastrophe in the history of this
country’.2 This did not occur. In contrast, a ‘state of play brief’ was prepared for the Prime Minister
by his Department on the next day, 24 October, confirming what he had already been erroneously
claiming – that the boat had sunk in Indonesian waters, and therefore was not Australia’s
responsibility.
So began a pattern of withholding and misrepresenting vital evidence that spanned the life of the
Select Committee on A Certain Maritime Incident (CMI) and continues to the time of writing.
This paper traces the disturbing history of the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade (DFAT)
cable3 of 23 October 2001, how it was suppressed for an inordinate period and how it eventually
came to light.
The release in February this year of this long sought after4 key item of evidence pertaining to
SIEVX reveals that the Howard Government and its agencies knew much more about the doomed
asylum-seeker vessel and its sinking in October 2001 than ever was revealed to the CMI Inquiry.
The cable therefore raises significant questions about what other evidence has been withheld and
whether Australian agencies may have been directly or indirectly complicit in the tragic sinking.

1. What is the DFAT cable?
The cable was a high-priority, authoritative report on the sinking from the Australian Embassy in
Jakarta, prepared under the direction of the Ambassador Ric Smith5, to a by-name distribution list
of more than 40 high-level recipients including the Prime Minister, six other Government Ministers,
five Government Departmental Secretaries (including the then Secretary of Prime Minister and
Cabinet, Max Moore-Wilton), Chief of the Defence Force (CDF) and Commissioner of Australian
Federal Police.6 Although the cable does not list details of by-name internal distributions within
government departments, except in DFAT, it may be assumed that staff officers of the CDF would
have circulated the cable appropriately to senior officers within Defence, for example to Rear
Admiral Geoff Smith, head of Operation Relex.
Dated 23 October 2001, the day that the sinking of the boat became world wide news and
classified ‘restricted’ and ‘contains sensitive information’, the cable includes information that casts
doubt on the veracity of the testimony of many of the witnesses who tendered evidence or
appeared before the CMI Committee, and challenges key findings of the CMI Report.
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The significance of this document cannot be overstated. This four page, richly-detailed cable
represents most of Australia’s knowledge about the SIEVX sinking sixteen hours after the
survivors arrived back in Jakarta and contains a synthesis of the initial information obtained by the
joint AFP-INP investigative team that the Embassy considered appropriate to report to Canberra at
this time in cable format.7
Despite very careful wording, the cable reveals the politically sensitive and potentially extremely
electorally damaging information that SIEVX did not sink in ‘Indonesian waters’ as John Howard
had repeatedly and emphatically claimed on Perth radio that morning (and continued to claim
throughout the 2001 Federal election campaign)8. Rather it shows that the boat went down in
international waters, ‘out of sight of land’ perhaps as far south as 8 degrees latitude, that is, up to
some ninety miles south of the Sunda Strait.9 This is well inside the Operation Relex zone where
the Prime Minister and Mr Ruddock had proudly boasted a few weeks earlier that Australia would
be conducting ‘saturation surveillance’.10 This fact is of critical importance to questions about
whether Australian authorities could have monitored the sinking emergency or rescued the
survivors.
This paper will argue that the public release of this cable so late in the day – nearly four months
after the CMI Committee had finished its work and tabled its report – was not an ‘administrative
oversight’, as claimed by one PM & C officer at a recent Senate Estimates hearing.11 Rather it
appears to be part of a calculated strategy by several Australian Government agencies to conceal
for as long as possible key evidence about the SIEVX tragedy in order to minimise the perception
that Australia bore any responsibility for the deaths of the 146 children, 142 women and 65 men
who drowned when SIEVX foundered and sunk on 19 October 2001.12
The cable contains other sensitive information pertaining to the seaworthiness of the boat and
radio communications which contradicts or demonstrates serious omissions in previous testimony
and evidence provided to the CMI Committee.13 But this paper will concern itself primarily with
information in the cable regarding the sinking position.

2. What does the cable reveal about where SIEVX sank?
The cable makes several references to the sinking position in statements that range from very
broad to more precise estimates. However, even the most general statement directly contradicts
the claim that SIEVX sank in the Sunda Strait as was still being claimed by Defence Minister Hill
as late as June 2002.14
The broadest estimate is contained in the summary which includes the line: ‘The SIEV is believed
to have foundered in rough seas to the south of Sunda St[rait] within the Indonesian Maritime
Search and Rescue Area of Responsibility.’ The Indonesian Maritime Search and Rescue Area of
Responsibility (IDSRR) includes waters further south than Christmas Island so the cable is stating
the obvious – that the boat went down somewhere along the route to Christmas Island after exiting
the Sunda Strait.15 This is virtually meaningless in terms of suggesting a precise position where
SIEVX may have sunk but importantly, it does rule out the Sunda Strait.
It is interesting to note that Howard uses the term ‘Indonesian Search and Rescue Area’ when he
wants to deny or evade Australian responsibility for anything that occurs in the waters north of
Christmas Island, for example during the Tampa crisis. When it suits his purposes – for example,
discussing Australia’s maritime surveillance - he refers to this same expanse of ocean as
‘international waters’.16 It is likely that the same factors are at work here in the DFAT cable;
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describing the sinking position as ‘within the Indonesian Maritime Search and Rescue Area of
Responsibility’ appears to be a weak attempt to blur any Australian liability.
If any evidence had been found that the boat had sunk within the Sunda Strait or the Indonesian
territorial seas, ie within twelve nautical miles of the Indonesian coast, it is reasonable to assume
that this would have been clearly stated in the summary section of the cable, given that it was in
the Government’s interests for SIEVX to have sunk as far north as possible. So use of the term
‘within the Indonesian Maritime Search and Rescue Area of Responsibility’ indicates Australian
knowledge of a sinking position in international waters.
Paragraph 5 of the DFAT cable includes the information that at the time the vessel began taking
water it ‘was out of sight of land’. This is further corroboration that the boat did not sink close to
Indonesia.
Paragraph 6 gives the most detailed and important information: ‘The exact position of vessel at the
time of sinking is unknown, but it is judged as no further south than 8 degrees south latitude on a
direct line from Sunda St[rait] to Christmas Is[land].’
So first the cable puts the sinking position anywhere between Sunda Strait and Christmas Island.
Then it narrows the area in which the sinking could have occurred by putting it out of sight of land.
Finally it allows that the sinking could have occurred more than one third of the way from
Indonesia to Christmas Island, well inside Australia’s Operation Relex surveillance area.
If there was evidence that SIEVX sank before it reached the Australian Operation Relex
surveillance area then this would have been clearly stated. The only logical inference from what
the cable does and does not say about the sinking position is that it went down in international
waters, within our border protection surveillance area. As will be shown later, this conclusion is
also reached by other readers of the cable including the People Smuggling Taskforce and the
Chair of the CMI Committee, Senator Cook. It is also corroborated by most of the other
contemporaneous documentary evidence.
The cable is one of only five publicly available official primary source documents17 produced
between 23 and 24 October 200118 that provide authoritative information regarding the sinking of
SIEVX. In chronological order of their production, these are:
• ADF Strategic Command Daily Situation Report – 8am 23 October (AEST)
• DFAT Cable – 1.49pm 23 October (AEST)
• DIMA Intelligence Note 83/2001 – 2pm 23 October (AEST)19
• People Smuggling Taskforce Minute for the afternoon of 23 October (after 3.15pm AEST)20
• Jakarta Harbour Master Report – 6.30pm 24 October (AEST)21
The sinking position suggested in the DFAT cable is consistent with all but the first document listed
above, ie that the vessel sank in international waters south of Sunda Strait.
Only the first document (the ADF Sit. Rep.) places the sinking in Indonesian territorial waters. This
report was produced early on the morning of 23 October, before more precise information was
available from the AFP-INP joint team investigating the tragedy.22 The other four documents,
produced over the next thirty-six hours while intelligence information was still fresh but after it had
been tested and corroborated, are consistent in the information that they provide about the sinking
position of SIEVX. It is important to note that there were no later contemporaneously produced
documents released to the CMI Committee during its hearings that contradicted this evidence.
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Of particular interest is the DIMA Intelligence note that is dated just eleven minutes after the DFAT
cable was despatched from the Australian embassy in Jakarta.23 This document undoubtedly
draws on the same sources as the cable yet it is more exact in its estimation of the sinking
position, placing it clearly in Australia’s border protection surveillance zone:
At about 1400 hours on Friday, when approximately 60NM south of the Sunda Strait, the boat began taking
24
water and finally capsized and sank at about 1500 hours. [emphasis added]

Despite receiving this relatively precise estimation, the CMI Inquiry was unable to conclude where
SIEVX sank. Tabled in Parliament on 23 October 2002, the CMI Report was written without
consideration of two key pieces of evidence concerning the sinking – the DFAT cable and the
Jakarta Harbour Master’s Report.
The most authoritative document regarding the sinking position is the Jakarta Harbour Master’s
Report of 24 October 2001 which contains the coordinates of the rescue of the SIEVX survivors by
Indonesian fishing boats. Yet it was never tabled at the CMI Committee despite being provided to
Defence. As will be discussed later, this document came to light as a result of the investigative
journalism of Geoff Parish, who produced two programs for the SBS television current affairs
program Dateline on the SIEVX Affair in May and July 2002.25 The Harbour Master’s Report26 and
the rescue coordinates it contains were broadcast (televised but not read out) in both these
programs. A copy of the document was also faxed to Defence Public Relations at their request in
June by Parish who understood that it would be included in the CMI Report.27 It never was.
Given the absence of this vital evidence to the Committee it is perhaps understandable28 that the
Report could not make a definite statement about the sinking position of SIEVX, and appeared to
support the sinking occurring in ‘Indonesian waters’ rather than international waters:
The exact location where the boat sank remains in doubt, with speculation that it might have gone down in the
Sunda Strait within Indonesian waters. One report received by DIMIA [sic] indicated that the vessel capsized
‘between Java and Sumatra’. A DIMA Intelligence Note issued on 23 October, however, suggested that the boat
had capsized and sunk approximately 60 nautical miles (NM) south of the Sunda Strait. Advice provided to the
Prime Minister, Mr Howard on 24 October referred to the vessel sinking in ‘Indonesian waters’ and stated that
29
the ‘boat capsized and sank quickly south of the western end of Java’ …
One point to note is that the [report received by ‘DIMIA’ mentioned above] says that SIEV X ‘capsized on 19
October between Java and Sumatra’, which seems to contradict the previous day’s [sic] DIMA Intelligence Note
30
which suggested that the vessel sank 60nm south of Java.

The perception that SIEVX sank close to the Sunda Strait has gained such currency since the
publication of the CMI Report that even a strong and perceptive critic of the Government position
on SIEVX, Phillip Adams, recently referred to the sinking as having occurred ‘just outside
Indonesia’s Sunda Strait’.31 So the emergence of the DFAT cable is indeed a significant
development in the difficult process of uncovering the truth about the sinking of SIEVX.32

3. How was the DFAT cable revealed?
Given the importance of the information contained in the cable it is difficult to understand how this
document failed to be provided to the Senate until more than three months after the CMI Report
was tabled. How it was suppressed will be examined in the next section. First we will show the
slow and painful process by which it came to light. We need to go back to June 2002 when the
high level People Smuggling Taskforce (PST) minutes were first tendered as evidence to the CMI
Committee.33
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The PST met on the afternoon of 23 October 2001, the day that the world first heard the news that
an asylum-seeker vessel had foundered and sunk with the loss of 353 lives. Several months later
in mid 2002, during the CMI hearings we learned that the minutes of this crucial meeting included
the information that the boat was likely to have gone down in international waters south of Java.
The release of the PST minutes in June 2002 caused great excitement in the media.34 For the first
time the government was forced to publicly respond to the allegations and suspicions swirling
around SIEVX. During June and July, three Ministers and the Defence Secretary (Howard, Hill,
Ruddock and Hawke) went on the record to clarify their knowledge and understanding of the
sinking position of SIEVX and to refute any Australian involvement in the tragedy. (And as will be
shown later, they continued to dissemble and mislead regarding where the boat sank.)
It was the release of these damaging minutes more than anything else that led the CMI Committee
to recall Jane Halton, the head of the PST at the time of the sinking, in order to question her about
the source of the information contained in the minutes that SIEVX had most likely foundered in
international waters.
Halton’s examination at the CMI Committee was the most intense of any witness. She appeared
twice and her total testimony ran to more than 260 pages. This is more than Commander Banks
and Rear Admiral Smith, both of whom appeared on three separate occasions.35
Halton appeared before the CMI Committee for the second time on 30 July, the last day of
hearings. Virtually the whole of the morning session was taken up with examination of the
evidence regarding the SIEV4 ‘Overboard’ incident. The Labor Senators raking over this ground
again appeared to wrong-foot Halton who had prepared herself for intense scrutiny regarding the
People Smuggling Taskforce and the SIEVX Affair.36 The Committee broke for lunch with the
questions about SIEVX still not raised.
Around mid-afternoon, Senator Faulkner finally asked Ms Halton about how she first became
aware of the sinking of SIEVX. She replied:
I received a phone call from Shane Castles at 2 a.m. It woke me up. I missed the call, went out and looked to
see who it was and returned his call. He told me the barest bones-that he understood there was a report but that
37
a cable would be coming later in the day that a vessel had sunk. That was it.

This was the first time that the DFAT cable had been mentioned by any witness in testimony.38
The Committee grilled Halton intensively about the cable and the Taskforce meeting that was held
on the afternoon that the cable was received. Halton claimed never to have seen the cable,39 but it
is hard to believe that in her role as Chair of the Prime Minister’s People Smuggling Taskforce, she
would not have received a copy of this vitally important document. Indeed, in a recent Senate
Estimates hearing on 10 February 2003, Andrew Metcalfe of PM & C was questioned about which
members of his Department would have received it. He stated:
There was no address… to the task force as an entity, but the key people on the task force would have received
the cable… Ms Halton was the relevant executive coordinator and chair of the Taskforce at the time. Similarly,
her executive assistant would have received a copy, and I imagine that she would have seen it. The officers
40
within the Social Policy Division who were supporting the Taskforce I imagine would have seen it.

Despite her denial of sighting the cable, Halton informed the CMI Committee that it was the
primary source of information about the sinking contained in the PST minute of 23 October 2001.41
She claimed that the cable was read out at the Taskforce meeting and that she took detailed notes
in her ‘daybook’ as it was read. She maintained that in places her daybook is ‘word for word’ and
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‘completely consistent’ with what is recorded in the Taskforce minute of the day by the note
taker.42
Interestingly, she informed the Committee that she believed the line recorded in the PST minute ‘vessel likely to have been in international waters south of Java’ - was also in the cable.43 As
discussed above, this conclusion is not spelt out in the cable, although it is clearly implied. These
words appearing in the PST minutes suggest that the meeting discussed the sinking position and
reached agreement that SIEVX sank in international waters. Two of the participants at this
meeting had access to expert nautical knowledge due to their positions – Commodore Warwick
Gately (Navy Strategic Policy and Futures) and Ian Errington from Coastwatch – so the conclusion
was based on informed opinion.44 Halton’s memory of these words appearing in the cable
suggests there was no dissent.
Also of note is Halton’s comment that ‘my understanding is that you cannot actually see the land
unless you are inside the territorial waters of Indonesia’.45 This comment, although incorrect, is
pertinent given the reference in the cable to the vessel being out of sight of land when it first got
into difficulties. This further indicates that a discussion ensued during the meeting as to whether or
not it was possible that SIEVX was within Indonesian territorial waters when it foundered and the
opinion of the Taskforce members was that this was unlikely to have been the case.
It is very curious then, given the PST minute noting the vessel was likely to have sunk in
international waters, that advice went to the Prime Minister late in the afternoon of 24 October that
the boat had sunk in Indonesian waters. Halton told the CMI Committee of her decision on the day
after the PST meeting discussed above, that a ‘state of play’ briefing be provided to the Prime
Minister by PM & C. Halton informed the Committee that she had thought it ‘prudent’ to bring
Howard up to date on a range of issues including the sinking of the asylum seeker boat.46 This
brief included a nine line section under a heading ‘Boat sunk in Indonesian waters’ which stated
that the ‘boat capsized and sank quickly south of the western end of Java with loss of possibly 352
lives’.47
In endeavouring to explain how a brief could go to the PM with a heading such as this when the
PST had noted the previous day that the vessel was likely to have sunk in international waters,
Halton made the remarkable statement that throughout the life of the Taskforce there had been
some ‘confusion’ and ‘lack of precision’ about the terms ‘[Indonesian] territorial waters’,
‘[Indonesian] contiguous zone’ and ‘Indonesian Search and Rescue zone’. She claimed
unconvincingly that there was a ‘vast interchangeability’ between these three terms. It is hard to
resist the conclusion that Halton was in damage control mode here and doing her best to protect
the Prime Minister who had been claiming that the boat had sunk in ‘Indonesian waters’. It would
seem she was willing to put at risk her own credibility and that of her colleagues on the PST in the
process.48
The Committee was perplexed by Halton’s SIEVX testimony and asked her on notice to provide:
• a copy of the advice that went to the PM on the afternoon of 24 October49
• the details of the agencies that provided the information that was contained in the brief that
SIEVX sank in Indonesian waters 50
• a copy of the DFAT cable51
Three weeks later Halton replied in writing to the Committee. She conveniently overlooked the first
question entirely. In reply to the second question she informed the Committee that details of the
agencies could not be provided as the author of the Prime Ministerial brief was ‘overseas on long
term leave’ and was unable to be contacted. She concluded by stating that PM & C in conjunction
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with DFAT were ‘considering’ the Committee’s request for the cable.52
When the CMI Report was tabled in Parliament two months later, these matters were still
outstanding; neither document had been provided to the Committee and the question regarding
the agencies had still not been satisfactorily answered.53 It would appear that Halton and the
Department of PM & C were hoping that these stalling tactics would suffice and that the CMI
Report would be written without these questions being further pursued.
To a certain extent this strategy was successful; the CMI Report was written without the
Committee seeing either the DFAT cable or the Prime Ministerial brief. However, prior to the
November 2002 round of Senate Estimates hearings, the CMI Secretariat noted that the DFAT
cable had not been provided to the Committee by PM & C and contacted the Department to
request that it be tabled at the coming round of Senate Estimates.
The cable almost became public at this time, but not quite. A declassified copy of the cable was
brought to the 20 November Senate Finance and Public Administration Legislation Committee but
was not tabled. According to Barbara Belcher, one of the PM & C officers who appeared at the
November Estimates hearing, the cable was not presented to the Senators that day because there
was a difference of opinion between officers regarding the blacking out of some information.54
In what appears to be a further attempt to shield the Prime Minister, the version of the cable that
was taken to Estimates in November had the entire recipient list blacked out. Belcher pointed out
to Andrew Metcalfe and other officers in PM & C that she believed there was no justification for
suppressing this information.
So rather than tabling this version of the DFAT cable, PM & C decided to negotiate with DFAT as
the originating department, to supply a more complete version. These negotiations took an
inordinately long time.
Finally, on 4 February 2003, more than six months after the initial request to Ms Halton, the DFAT
cable was received by Senator Peter Cook in his capacity as the former chair of the defunct CMI
Committee. The next day a shocked and angry Senator Cook told the Senate how, in his opinion,
the cable raised very serious questions about the honesty of key CMI witnesses:
[W]e may now be in a situation in which this cable, which was before all of those officers who appeared before
our inquiry before they fronted to give evidence-and they gave evidence to our inquiry after swearing an oath
before the inquiry to tell the truth, the whole truth and nothing else but the truth-reveals information which is not
entirely consistent with the evidence that was given by some public servants…
A key issue in our inquiry was to try and establish what Australia knew about where SIEVX went down. The
consistent refrain to that question was, `In Indonesian territorial [sic] waters'. We now know that it went down in
international waters.
This is a significant piece [of] information because it goes to whether Australian search and rescue capability
could have intruded into the area concerned to rescue people who were on that ill-fated ship. [emphasis
55
added]

On 10 February 2003, just a few days after Senator Cook finally received the cable in the post, PM
& C appeared again before Senate Estimates. Not surprisingly, one of the main lines of
questioning by Opposition Senators was why it had taken so long for the cable to be produced to
the Senate.
PM & C tried unsuccessfully to explain away the long delay as an ‘administrative oversight’ which
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was rectified by the Department as soon as they discovered it. The Labor Senators did not accept
this implausible explanation and probed and questioned the officers until they eventually revealed
that the CMI Secretariat had identified the ‘oversight’, not PM & C.
Senator Collins asked PM & C if they were aware of any other ‘oversights’ with regard to Halton’s
Answers to Questions on Notice. When they replied in the negative, Collins twisted the blade by
pointing out that the briefing paper of 24 October 2001 that informed the Prime Minister that
SIEVX had sunk in ‘Indonesian waters’ was still outstanding and again requested that it be
provided to the Committee on notice along with an explanation as to why it had also been
overlooked.56
At the time of writing, this brief has still not been received by the Senate.
During this same round of Senate Estimates hearings, Senator Collins tabled a print out of a news
article that included long verbatim extracts from the DFAT cable that appeared on an Indonesian
website, ibonweb.com, on 23 October 2001, the same day that the cable was sent. Collins asked
DFAT officers how it could be that this crucial document could be leaked to ibonweb.com back in
October 2001 and yet ‘remain… an illusion to this parliament for 16 months’. DFAT could provide
no explanation.57
As will be demonstrated in the next section, there were many opportunities during the CMI
Committee hearings for witnesses to answer questions in such a way as to bring the existence of
the DFAT cable to the attention of the Senators. The cable was the key item of official evidence
from the day that the SIEVX tragedy first became known. It synthesized the investigations into the
tragedy in the first sixteen hours and was cabled to six Government Ministers including the Prime
Minister and the Secretaries of five different Government departments. Yet the first time it is
mentioned at the CMI Committee is on the fifteenth and last day of hearing by the second last
witness.
To put it another way, in the entire 2181 pages of transcript of evidence heard by the CMI
Committee, the first mention of the DFAT cable occurs on page 2115.58
Given the evidentiary significance of the DFAT cable it is remarkable that despite a direct request
on notice to Jane Halton, it took 6 months for it to be tabled. In the end it was only received by the
Senate because the CMI Secretariat was prepared to pursue the matter beyond the life of the
Committee. But what is even more disturbing is the apparent suppression of any mention of the
cable in testimony to the Committee by the many CMI witnesses who had received or sighted it
back in October 2001.

4. How was the DFAT cable concealed?
The Howard Government was trying hard over many months to sustain a false public position that
the boat sank north of the Operation Relex surveillance zone and so Australian authorities could
not have known of the sinking emergency or been in a position to rescue survivors.
In the days and weeks following the sinking, in the middle of the federal election campaign, John
Howard made many references to the SIEVX tragedy, all seemingly aimed at putting as much
distance between Australia and the 353 drowned asylum-seekers as possible. In late October and
early November he is on the record more than half a dozen times saying that the boat sank in
‘Indonesian waters’, with the implication that the vessel sunk within twelve nautical miles of the
8
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Indonesian coastline inside Indonesia’s territorial waters and outside Australia’s border protection
surveillance zone and so was not Australia’s responsibility.
And yet the Prime Minister was a named recipient of the DFAT cable of 23 October 2001, which
strongly implied that SIEVX was outside Indonesian territorial waters when it went down.59 So the
first concealment occurred at the most senior level of government.
Howard may have succeeded with this deceit had it not been for an article by Vanessa Walker that
appeared in the Australian in late December 2001 which claimed that survivors of the SIEVX
tragedy had asserted that ‘two boats, which their rescuers told them were Australian border patrol
vessels, shone floodlights on them but did not help’. Walker also reported that she had contacted
the Defence Department about these allegations and was informed that ‘the closest ship was
HMAS Arunta, which was 230 nautical miles south of the spot’.60
It was this article that was the catalyst for Tony Kevin to begin publicly raising questions about the
circumstances surrounding the sinking of SIEVX.61 Kevin, a retired diplomat and visiting fellow in
the school of Pacific and Asian studies at the Australian National University, had harboured
suspicions from the time of the sinking that this maritime disaster was ‘too conveniently timed’ and
‘benefited the government’s border protection agenda’ too greatly to be simply an accident.62
On 18 February 2002 Kevin wrote to Simon Crean and the leaders of all Opposition Parties in the
Senate requesting that the Senate, in the context of the CMI Committee which was about to begin
its hearings, investigate the claims by a survivor that ‘Australian naval patrol ships witnessed a
sinking refugee vessel on 19 October 2001’ but failed to rescue survivors.63
Due to a request by Liberal Senator Brett Mason to expand the terms of Reference of the CMI
Committee beyond the ‘children overboard’ incident, the Committee was able to address Kevin’s
questions about the sinking of SIEVX.64
By March 2002 Kevin’s concerns about this incident had significantly strengthened, due in part to
Ross Coulthart’s pathbreaking investigation into Kevin John Enniss’ people-smuggling activities in
Indonesia which had gone to air on the Sunday program in mid-February.65 Kevin’s first
submission to the CMI Inquiry puts forward the disturbing hypothesis that the sinking of SIEVX
was not an accident but may have been a planned operation to deter further asylum seeker
voyages to Australia.66
This was the deadly grenade that Kevin lobbed into the CMI Committee and followed up with two
equally incendiary newspaper articles published in the Age and the Canberra Times on 25 March
2002, the day that the CMI Committee began its hearings.67 So, from the first day of hearings the
spectre of the stricken vessel SIEVX haunted the Inquiry.
And from day one of the hearings Defence misrepresented its state of knowledge, particularly in
regard to the sinking position of the vessel and intelligence about the voyage.

Defence & DFAT Keep Silent
Vice Admiral David Shackleton, then Chief of the Navy, was the first witness to give evidence to
the CMI Committee about the sinking position of SIEVX. During Shackleton’s testimony, Senator
Mason tabled a letter from Simon Crean to Senator Hill which included Tony Kevin’s letter of 18
February where he first publicly stated his concerns about SIEVX.68 This prompted Senator
9
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Bartlett to ask Shackleton if he had prior knowledge of the claim made by a survivor, outlined in
Kevin’s letter, that a Navy ship had witnessed the sinking. Shackleton replied:
When this allegation was made we checked all of our available information. There is nothing that indicates that
69
we were closer than about 230 miles away. [emphasis added]

This was essentially the same information that Defence had provided to Vanessa Walker in
December 2001. The response to Walker by Defence and reiterated at the CMI Committee by
Shackleton seems calculated to maximise the distance between the sunken vessel and Australia’s
nearest naval assets. The distance between Christmas Island and the southern entrance to the
Sunda Strait is approximately 240 nautical miles. In essence Defence was claiming that the boat
sank in, or just outside, the Sunda Strait and that the nearest Australian ship (which we would later
learn was HMAS Arunta) was down at Christmas Island (see fig.1 below).
Figure 1 – Shackleton
|-A-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------X-|
Christmas Island
Sunda Strait
! 230 nautical miles "
Distance between SIEVX and nearest naval vessel
Legend: A = Arunta X=SIEVX

The following day Defence Minister Senator Robert Hill substantially modified this position in a
letter to Opposition Leader Simon Crean (responding to Tony Kevin’s letter of 18 February which
Crean had forwarded on to him requesting comment). Hill claimed to Crean that Defence had
reviewed its information on SIEVX . This assessment put the the nearest ship 80 nautical miles
closer than claimed by Shackleton and the Defence spokesperson quoted by Vanessa Walker:
Reconstruction of HMAS Arunta’s track for the period between 1000 (AEST) on 18 October 2001 and 1600
(AEST) on 20 October 2001 confirms that the ship was at no time closer than 150 nautical miles from the Sunda
70
Strait where it is believed the refugee vessel sank. [emphasis added]

It is noteworthy that Shackleton claimed that Defence had ‘reviewed all… available information’
and that Hill stated that Defence had assessed the sinking position, yet neither gives any
indication of the information that was contained in the DFAT cable and which senior Defence
personnel had received on 23 October the previous year which stated quite categorically that the
boat had sunk ‘south of Sunda St[rait]’.71
The next Defence official to answer questions about where SIEVX sank was the then head of
Operation Relex, Maritime Commander Admiral Geoffrey Smith. Smith appeared before the CMI
Committee on three separate days (4, 5 and 11 April). During his first appearance he fielded
questions about SIEVX and virtually repeated verbatim the information that Hill had provided to
Simon Crean – that the boat had foundered close to the Sunda Strait and that the nearest vessel
was ‘about 150 miles away’:
[T]he first time that the Navy knew that this vessel had sailed was when we were advised through the search
and rescue organisation in Canberra that this vessel may have foundered in the vicinity of Sunda Strait. At that
72
time our nearest ship was about 150 miles away.

On 11 April he again gave specific information about the sinking position, reiterating the modified
line that Hill had first used in the letter to Simon Crean:
[O]ur nearest ship to where that boat sank was 150 miles away. We had no knowledge of the boat having sailed.
The first that we were aware that this vessel had sailed from Indonesia was when we were contacted by the
search and rescue organisation here in Canberra, on 22 October, when they advised us that this vessel was
73
overdue and it was feared it had foundered in the Sunda Strait area.
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Less than a week later, Smith again repeated this position (in what was quickly becoming a
mantra as he used almost exactly the same words as in his 4 April testimony) but this time in a
letter to the Canberra Times:
[T]he first that Navy knew that this vessel had sailed was when advised through the search and rescue
organisation in Canberra on October 22 that this vessel might have foundered in the vicinity of Sunda Strait. At
74
that time our nearest ship was about 150 miles away.

It is interesting to reflect on public statements by Hill and Smith regarding the sinking position of
SIEVX. Neither Hill nor Smith were named recipients of the DFAT cable, however the former
Defence Minister (Reith) was on the initial DFAT distribution, and Operation Relex Commander
(Smith) would have certainly been included on Defence's internal by-name distribution for such an
important cable that was clearly relevant to Operation Relex's responsibilities at the time. Reith's
copy would have been on file in the Ministry and available for briefing the incoming Minister, Hill.
So in December 2001, when Defence 'checked all available information'75 about SIEVX in
response to Vanessa Walker's enquiry, and again in March 2002 when a further review was
conducted in order for Hill to respond accurately to Simon Crean's letter asking him to comment
on Tony Kevin's allegations, the cable would have been sighted. Yet neither Hill nor Smith
acknowledge the advice in the cable that SIEVX could have sunk well south of Sunda Strait in the
Operation Relex zone.
What caused Defence to discount the information contained in the DFAT cable of 23 October?
What new information had been unearthed that caused Defence to assess the likely sinking
position as Sunda Strait?
Some insight into Defence’s thinking was provided the following day, 17 April when Commander
Chatterton, Director of Operations (Navy) appeared before the CMI Committee and was
questioned briefly about SIEVX:
Senator BARTLETT—Are you aware of any reports that were done, after the event, into the
particular incident of the vessel that sank?
Cmdr Chatterton—I remember that, after it, I was asked where the nearest Navy ship was
and I knew that there was one ship in the vicinity of Christmas Island. I found out from
Maritime Headquarters that—I cannot remember the exact figure—it was something along the
lines of 164 miles at least from the position. Looking at the chart and the way the seabed is
there, a grossly overloaded vessel would have gone out into the Sunda Strait and, as it reached
the main water mass, as the water comes up from the Indian Ocean, it probably would have
sunk around that area—being overloaded. That was well inside the Indonesian area, so I would
not have expected one of our ships to be in that area anyway, and I knew that our ship was
actually patrolling around the Christmas Island area. So it was just a matter of working out how
far away it was.
Senator BARTLETT—And you are not aware of any specific report or investigation that
was done by any Australian authorities into the circumstances surrounding that incident?
76

Cmdr Chatterton—No, there is no specific item that I know of.

Essentially Chatterton’s evidence repeated that of Hill and Smith. He is more specific about the
position of Arunta, stating that the nearest ship was down near Christmas Island ‘164 miles at
least from the position.’ The figure ‘164 miles’ suggests that Chatterton, Hill and Smith are all
referring to the same data but Hill and Smith have rounded down to the neater - and as will be
shown later, politically expedient - figure of ‘150 miles’.
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Chatterton’s speculation on how the boat would have come to sink close to the Sunda Strait is
new. However, he does not reveal any hard evidence to counter the information in the cable
which put the sinking south of the Sunda Strait and by implication outside ‘the Indonesian area’. It
is clear that Bartlett’s questioning of Chatterton left opportunity for Chatterton to mention the DFAT
cable, which he did not take up.
Written evidence from Colonel Day (Acting Chief of Staff for Chief of the Defence Force, Admiral
Chris Barrie) added significantly to this misrepresentation and concealment and indicates again
that Defence was deliberately withholding the cable from the Committee.
On the same day that Chatterton gave evidence, Senator Bartlett asked Colonel Day on notice
‘What type of reports were provided to CDF or CDF’s Office after [SIEVX] sank and where did they
come from?’77
It took nearly two months for Day’s written reply to be received by the Committee. In it he stated:
There was a reference to the vessel having departed Indonesia and that it was overcrowded, in the daily
Defence Intelligence Summary (produced by the Defence Intelligence Organisation) on 22 October 2001. The
78
following day, the summary reported that the vessel had sunk on 19 October.

Given that Admiral Barrie, then Chief of the Defence Force, was a named recipient of the DFAT
cable and Day was his Acting Chief of Staff, this response is less than comprehensive as a reply
to Bartlett’s question. If Day was being fully open and frank with the Committee his answer should
have included reference to the cable. Having taken the question on notice, it was beholden on
him to investigate Defence holdings on this matter and to report back to the Senate with thorough
and complete information.
It appears that evidence tendered by Defence on the sinking position of SIEVX was given in the
expectation that it would not be challenged by contradictory evidence such as that contained in the
DFAT cable.
So at the end of April, seven months after senior Defence personnel had been notified by cable
that SIEVX could have sunk up to 90 nautical miles south of Sunda Strait inside the Australian
border protection surveillance zone and after nine days of CMI testimony, Defence still claimed
that SIEVX had foundered within or very close to the Sunda Strait and that the nearest naval
vessel, HMAS Arunta, was about 150 nautical miles away (see figure 2 below).
Figure 2 – Hill, Smith and Chatterton
|-------------------------------------A--------------------------------------------------------------------------X|
Christmas Island
Sunda Strait
! 150 -164 nautical miles "
Distance between HMAS Arunta and SIEVX
Legend: A = most northerly point of Arunta X=SIEVX

Tony Kevin appeared before the CMI Committee on 1 May and was the first witness to directly
challenge evidence tendered to the Committee concerning intelligence and the sinking position of
the boat.79 Kevin pointed out among other things that an article by Don Greenlees in the Australian
on 24 October 2001 included a map that showed the boat had sunk about 80km (or 43nm) from
land.80 This was the first intimation that false or incomplete evidence was being presented to the
CMI Committee concerning the sinking position.
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Figure 3 – Greenlees
|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------X------------------------|
Christmas Island
Indonesia
! 43 nm "
Distance between SIEVX and Indonesian coast
Legend: X=SIEVX

Dr Geoff Raby, then First Assistant Secretary, International Organisations and Legal Division of
the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade (DFAT), appeared soon after Tony Kevin and fielded
questions about the sinking.81 His deftly evasive answers indicate that Defence was not the only
agency concealing the existence of the cable.
It should be pointed out that Raby is a unique witness - he was the only person to give evidence to
the CMI Inquiry who was both a named recipient of the DFAT cable and an attendee of the crucial
People Smuggling Taskforce meeting of 23 October where the cable was read out. So we can
examine his CMI testimony in the sure knowledge that he had read the cable and had been party
to the discussions in the PST meeting that concluded that SIEVX was likely to have been in
international waters when it foundered.
Dr Raby appeared before the Committee on the same day that Tony Kevin gave evidence directly
challenging the Sunda Strait as the likely sinking position. Kevin’s evidence spurred Senator Cook
to question Dr Raby regarding his knowledge of where the stricken vessel may have foundered.
Cook asked Raby on notice if his ‘understanding of the circumstances’ matched the information
provided in the letter from Senator Hill to Simon Crean as there was ‘some concern about where
th[e] vessel may have actually gone down’.82
When this question was formally answered by DFAT on 19 June 2002, the sense of the original
query by Senator Cook regarding the sinking position was obscured and the answer failed to
address even the remnants of the original question:
[Q] Do the contents of Senator Hill’s letter to Mr Crean (tabled in the Committee on 1 May) match DFAT’s
understanding of events?
[A] DFAT does not have access to sources of information on Defence and Coastwatch operational issues other
83
than the Department of Defence and Coastwatch.

In February this year, soon after the release of the DFAT cable to the Senate, Dr Raby appeared
before Senate Estimates and was called on by Senator Collins to explain why he had failed to
provide details of the cable in this answer:
This question relates back to the evidence that you provided to the CMI committee in May of last year when the
committee was asking about the letter that Minister Hill had written to Mr Crean in relation to SIEVX and,
amongst other things, the vicinity in which it may have sunk. At the time you indicated that you did not know of
that letter, and a copy of the letter had been tabled and was then provided to the department. A question on
notice was then provided…The question was framed, 'Do the contents of Senator Hill's letter to Mr Crean tabled
in the committee on 1 May match DFAT's understanding of events?' The answer that was received was, 'DFAT
does not have access to sources of information on Defence and Coastwatch operational issues other than the
Department of Defence and Coastwatch.'
We now know the content of this DFAT cable, which provides a fairly significant level of detail leading to the
vicinity of the sinking of the SIEVX-although it may still not be fully clear as to where this vessel sank.
Why was the detail of this cable not provided on that issue to the committee in response to that
84
question?[emphasis added]
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Raby’s reply is another lesson in artful evasion:
Senator Hill’s letter refuted unsubtantiated claims that Royal Australian Navy ships witnessed a sinking vessel on
19 October 2001 and did not provide assistance. Information in the cable from the Jakarta Embassy of 23
October 2001 did not address this issue and therefore was not relevant in responding to the question on
85
notice.

Once again Raby ignored the context of the original question asked by Cook and reiterated by
Collins, concerning queries about the sinking position of SIEVX. Raby’s answer neatly slides away
from the real question and does not comment on Senator Hill’s claims in the letter that SIEVX sank
in the Sunda Strait.
Towards the end of May 2002, the tide began to turn dramatically in favour of the critics of the
Government position on SIEVX. Within a two week period, four things occurred that indicated that
witnesses to the CMI Committee had been less than forthright in their testimony:
• Rear Admiral Bonser’s testimony contradicted that of Smith with regard to SIEVX
• Smith wrote to the Committee clarifying his evidence.
• The first SBS Dateline program went to air broadcasting the Jakarta Harbour Master’s Report
which contained the coordinates of the rescue postion of SIEVX survivors
• The People Smuggling Taskforce Minutes noting that SIEVX had likely been in ‘international
waters’ when it foundered were received by the CMI Committee.

Bonser & Smith
On 22 May, the head of Coastwatch, Rear Admiral Marcus Bonser appeared before the CMI
Committee and gave evidence dramatically at odds with that of the Maritime Commander. This
was the first corroboration from an official witnesses of some of Tony Kevin’s suspicions
concerning the SIEVX tragedy.
In April, soon after reading Smith’s letter concerning SIEVX in the Canberra Times,86 Bonser
contacted the Martime Commander to inform him that he would be appearing as a witness at the
CMI Committee and that there ‘were some inconsistencies’ between his understanding and
Smith’s evidence, particularly in regard to the ‘flow of information’ concerning SIEVX. Bonser took
this step in order to provide Smith with an opportunity to ‘clarify’ his evidence to the Committee
prior to Bonser’s appearance. Notably Bonser also informed Rear Admiral Raydon Gates, the man
tasked to review SIEVX intelligence, and Vice Admiral David Shackleton, Chief of the Navy that
his testimony concerning SIEVX would vary from that of the Maritime Commander.87
A number of commentators writing about the SIEVX Affair have made much of Bonser’s main
challenge to Smith’s testimony, regarding intelligence about the vessel.88 However, few have
noted that Bonser’s evidence also sharply contradicted Smith’s concerning the likely sinking
position of the boat.
Bonser was a recipient of the DFAT cable which stated that SIEVX may have travelled as far
south as 8 degrees before it foundered, that is up to ninety nautical miles from the Sunda Strait,
well inside the Operation Relex surveillance zone. When questioned about the sinking position of
the stricken vessel, Bonser did not corroborate Hill and Smith; rather Bonser’s evidence matched
the information in the cable (see figure 4 below):
[I]t was somewhere between the Sunda Strait and perhaps 80 miles south of Sunda Strait, or 80 miles south of
Java… We have plotted estimated times of departure, possible speeds, different diversions and where the
vessel may have gone but it is very difficult to reconstruct. The best we have been able to work out is that it was
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somewhere between the Sunda Strait and perhaps about 80 miles south of it that this vessel unfortunately sank,
89
but we have not been able to determine exactly where.

Figure 4 – Bonser and DFAT cable
|------------------------------------------------------------------------X---------------------------------------|
Christmas Island
! 80-90 nautical miles " Sunda Strait
Legend: X=furthest point from Sunda Strait that SIEVX could have foundered

A few weeks after Bonser contacted him, Smith wrote to the CMI Committee to clarify his
evidence. Smith’s letter corrected his evidence regarding Defence’s knowledge of SIEVX prior to
the voyage. However, it did not modify his testimony concerning the sinking position of the vessel.
On the contrary, in a flurry of repetition reminiscent of the PM’s multiple references to SIEVX
having ‘sunk in Indonesian waters’ Smith’s letter refers four times to the boat having foundered in
the Sunda Strait.90
Curiously, although tabled at the CMI Committee, Smith’s letter was subsequently withdrawn from
evidence by Defence on the same day that Bonser testified.
Smith’s letter of clarification does provide one new and very useful piece of information in regard to
Defence’s claims about the sinking position of SIEVX – it gives precise positional data about
HMAS Arunta on the day that SIEVX sank. According to Smith’s letter, Arunta intercepted SIEV6
at a point 67 nautical miles north of Christmas Island on the morning of 19 October. This is the
farthest north that Arunta travelled during the SIEVX voyage.
If we combine the position of Arunta with the information about the sinking position contained in
the DFAT cable and corroborated by Bonser’s testimony, it is apparent that Australian Defence
assets may have been significantly closer to the waters where SIEVX sank than Defence Minister
Hill and Rear Admiral Smith had indicated (see figure 5 below).
Figure 5 – Closest possible position of SIEVX to Arunta
|-------------------------------A-----------------------------------------X---------------------------------------|
Christmas Island

! 67 nm "

Sunda Strait

! 83 nm "

! 90 nm "

Legend: A = most northerly position of HMAS Arunta; X = 8 degrees south ( most southerly position where SIEVX could have foundered)

The positional data concerning HMAS Arunta also provides us with a means of clarifying the
testimony of Hill and Smith regarding the sinking position of SIEVX as the following calculation
shows.
We know that the distance between Sunda Strait and Christmas Island is 240 nautical miles.
Subtracting the 67nm that Arunta travelled from Christmas Island leaves the distance between
Arunta and the Sunda Strait. If we then subtract the 150nm that Hill and Smith repeatedly claim
was the shortest distance between Arunta and SIEVX we are left with a figure of 23 nautical miles
as the most southerly point at which SIEVX could have foundered. It appears that Hill and Smith
have drawn the line where the sinking could have occurred at a point just shy of international
waters (ie 24nm from land) and the beginning of the Australian border protection surveillance zone
(see figure 6 below).
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Figure 6 – Hill and Smith’s politically convenient calculation
|-------------------------------A--------------------------------------------------------------------X------------|
Christmas Island

! 67 nm "

Sunda Strait

! 150 nm "

! 23 nm "

Legend: A= most northerly position of HMAS Arunta X= most southerly possible sinking site of SIEVX

One must ask how this assessment was made. Was it backed by hard evidence or was it simply
political expediency? An extract of a short interview with Hill broadcast on SBS Dateline in July
2002 gives a clue. When questioned regarding the sinking position of SIEVX Hill said:
I'm saying to you that we were observing those waters on… the 18th, 19th and 20th - and we saw no sign of the
91
boat. We therefore believe it most likely sunk off the Indonesian coast in the vicinity of the Sunda Strait.

This is a convenient argument which eliminates any questions as to why the boat was not
observed by the ‘saturation surveillance’92 that Australia was conducting in the waters close to
Indonesia under Operation Relex at the time SIEVX sank.

Dateline challenges the Government line
The same day that Bonser appeared before the CMI Committee, 22 May 2002, SBS Dateline
went to air with its first program on the SIEVX Affair. Dateline reporter Geoff Parish had unearthed
important new evidence about the SIEVX sinking – an official Indonesian document from the
Harbour Master at Sunda Kelapa Port, North Jakarta. Dated 3.30pm local time on 24 October
2001, it contained the coordinates of the position where SIEVX survivors had been plucked from
the water by Indonesian fishermen the previous Saturday, 19 October. This document showed
that 44 survivors were rescued by the fishing vessel, Indah Jaya Makmur at 07 40 00S / 105 09
00E, approximately 70 miles from the Sunda Strait and 51.5 miles from the Indonesian coast.93 An
image of this document and the coordinates it contained were broadcast during this program. This
was the first hard evidence to become public regarding the sinking and it provided a means to
significantly narrow down the area in which the vessel had foundered, as shown by Oceanography
Professor Matthias Tomczak at Flinders University.
In December 2002, at the request of Tony Kevin, Tomczak applied his knowledge of ocean
currents to the rescue coordinates to calculate how far the survivors may have drifted from the
sinking site. Tomczak was able to conclude ‘quite categorically’ that SIEVX was well beyond the
twelve mile limit of Indonesian territorial waters when it foundered.94 This clearly eliminates the
Sunda Strait as a possible sinking position. Charting Professor Tomczak’s most conservative
estimates, allowing for maximum drift, still puts the sinking in the Operation Relex zone.
Defence did not respond immediately to the new evidence unearthed by Parish; that would come
later in the Gates Review. Instead, officials continued to maintain that the boat had gone down
outside the Australian border protection surveillance zone.
Two weeks after the Dateline program, on 4 June, Rear Admiral Chris Ritchie (Commander
Australian Theatre) appeared at a Senate Estimates hearing and fielded questions about SIEVX.
At one point he stated: ‘to my knowledge, [the boat] never ever came within our search area.’95
Two days later the PST minutes were received by the CMI Committee. The taskforce minute of 23
October 2001 noted that SIEVX was likely to have been in international waters, and by implication
the Operation Relex zone, when it foundered.96 Here finally was official corroboration of the critics’
case and a dilemma for the Government who had strongly maintained that the boat had sunk very
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close to Indonesia, either in the Sunda Strait or territorial waters off the coast of Java. How to
explain these dramatic contradictions?
There was a period of several weeks in June and July 2002 between the release of the PST
minutes and the tabling of the Gates’ Review of Intelligence related to SIEVX where government
and Defence officials were working very hard to contain the SIEVX story. The testimony of Bonser,
the clarification of evidence by Smith and the publication of the rescue coordinates by SBS
Dateline in May sparked a fire which threatened to blaze out of control following the publication of
the PST minutes in mid June.
It is interesting to review the public statements of Howard, Ruddock, Hawke, Barrie and Hill during
this time. Each of these men had received a copy of the DFAT cable of 23 October 2001 showing
that SIEVX had sunk up to ninety nautical miles south of Sunda Strait.97
Howard tried to fudge it. He implied that when he said ‘Indonesian waters’ he really meant the
Indonesian Search and Rescue Area of Responsibility – so there was no conflict with the PST
minute which noted the boat had likely sunk in international waters, because ‘the Indonesian
Search and Rescue Zone… does include international waters’.98 This was the same unconvincing
line that Jane Halton would take in her testimony to the Committee on 30 July – that these terms
were interchangeable. Howard is the master of spin. But blurring the boundaries between
Indonesian waters and the IDSRR did not explain why Hill and Smith had both claimed that the
boat had gone down close to the Sunda Strait.
Ruddock initially conceded that the boat may have got as far from the Sunda Strait as ‘60 miles’99
or ‘100km’.100 Towards the end of June, however, he changed tack and began to adopt the new
line that was gradually emerging – that is - ‘We don't know precisely where it sank. We never
did.’101 This was in stark contrast with the Prime Minister’s strong and repeated assertions during
the 2001 Federal election campaign that the boat had sunk ‘in Indonesian waters’ and it was also
in conflict with official testimony and evidence that Hill and Smith had provided to the CMI
Committee that the boat had sunk in the Sunda Strait.
Secretary of Defence, Allan Hawke and Chief of the Defence Force, Chris Barrie both also took
this position.
At the National Press Club on 19 June, Hawke was questioned about the sinking. He responded
to journalists with the new line, claiming that there was ‘no concrete evidence about where it sunk’,
conveniently ignoring the Jakarta Harbour Master’s Report. He also claimed that it would be
possible to provide ‘quite a big area on a map’ where the boat may have foundered, but did not
mention that most, if not all of this area would be in the Australian Operation Relex surveillance
zone.102
Admiral Chris Barrie continued the equivocation over the sinking position at his farewell speech in
Canberra on 3 July, just days before the Gates Review was received by the Senate. Barrie
claimed that ‘the position where the vessel foundered is unknown and all attempts to estimate the
location are speculative at best’.103 ‘Speculative’ was fast becoming the new Defence buzz word in
regard to the sinking position of SIEVX.
Hill was the only one who tried to have it both ways – that is, ‘we don’t know where it sank, we can
only speculate, but our best evidence is that it sank in the Sunda Strait’. On 19 June he said in the
Senate:
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[W]e made a best estimate, on the basis of what information is able to be put together, as to where it did sink. I
have referred to it as in the Sunda Strait; [the Prime Minister] referred to it as in Indonesian waters. The best
104
evidence is that both of those answers are still correct.

In a letter to the Age on 27 June responding to an opinion piece by Robert Manne105 he wrote:
Manne assumes that there is no doubt that SIEV X had exited Indonesian waters and entered the surveillance
zone of Operation Relex. There is simply no evidence to support this assumption. There have been varying
estimates as to how far the boat may have travelled and its possible course, but by their nature they are at best
speculative. The best advice that Defence can provide is that all indications point to the boat sinking in the
106
vicinity of Sunda Strait.

In the end the Gates review took the pressure off.

The Gates Review
Rear Admiral Raydon Gates had been tasked to conduct a Defence review of intelligence
pertaining to SIEVX. The purpose of this review was to ensure that the letter that Defence Minister
Hill had written to Opposition Leader Simon Crean in March 2002, responding to Tony Kevin’s
concerns, was ‘accurate and complete’ in the detail it provided about Defence’s knowledge of the
boat including Hill’s claim that the sinking had occurred ‘in the vicinity of the Sunda Strait’ and by
implication not in the Australian border protection surveillance area.107
When the Gates review commenced in March/April 2002 there was scant evidence in the public
arena concerning the sinking location of SIEVX. On the one hand, public statements by the Prime
Minister, Defence Minister and Maritime Commander indicated that the boat had sunk very close
to Indonesia, either in the Sunda Strait or the territorial sea off Java. On the other, media articles
by Greenlees and Walker published in the Australian in October and December 2001 and by
ibonweb.com on the internet seemed not to gel with these pronouncements.
However, we now know that hidden away from public gaze on file in the government departments
of Defence, DIMA, DFAT, PM & C and Justice, were a number of official documents related to the
sinking. As shown earlier in this paper, the overwhelming weight of this evidence is that SIEVX
went down inside the Operation Relex surveillance zone.
It was not difficult to discredit the evidence in the public arena – survivor testimony and newspaper
articles are easily dismissed. A much more difficult proposition was to overlook the hard evidence
of official government documents.
While Gates was conducting the SIEVX review, the CMI Inquiry and associated media
investigations caused some of the counter evidence about the sinking position to become public:
• On 1 May, Tony Kevin drew the CMI Committee’s attention to the Greenlees article from
October 2001 which stated that the boat had sunk about 80km (43nm) from land
• Three weeks later on 22 May, Rear Admiral Bonser testified that Coastwatch had assessed
that the sinking could have occurred up to 80nm south of the Sunda Strait
• On the evening that Bonser testified, SBS Dateline broadcast the Jakarta Harbour Master’s
report and the rescue coordinates it contained, showing that the SIEVX survivors had been
found in the Indian Ocean inside the Operation Relex zone
• On 6 June the PST minutes were received by the CMI Committee, including the first official
confirmation that the government had knowledge that SIEVX had sunk in ‘international waters’
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If any evidence had existed supporting Howard, Hill and Smith’s contention that SIEVX had sunk
in Indonesian territorial waters or in the Sunda Strait there is no doubt that the Gates review would
have produced it. The problem was that virtually all the evidence showed quite the opposite, that
SIEVX had most likely foundered in international waters inside the Australian surveillance area.
This made it impossible for the Defence Review to fulfill its mission and find that Hill had provided
‘accurate and complete’ information to Simon Crean when he informed him that SIEVX had sunk
in the Sunda Strait. So how did the Defence Review deal with this dilemma? Rather than pointing
out to the CMI Committee that it appeared that Hill’s information was inaccurate and incomplete,
the Review falsely concluded it was unable to say where SIEVX sank:
Some public comment has inaccurately suggested that it is possible to say with some precision where SIEV X
foundered (eg media 'expert' analysis of figures reportedly provided by the Harbour Master at Sunda Kelapa port
in north Jakarta). This is to ignore what is known, namely that both the timing and location of its last landfall is
unknown (the vessel is reported to have had a number of stops and delays); that its planned and actual course
is unknown; that the impact of tides, currents and weather is unknown, and the impact of its seaworthiness on its
speed is unknown. In the absence of positional data from either SIEV 'X' itself or the fishing boats that rescued
the survivors, Defence can only speculate as to where the vessel foundered. Defence has no reason to change
this assessment. The fact that there are a number of such assessments only goes to underline the uncertainty
108
surrounding the information available on this matter.

In order to reach this false conclusion, the Defence Review had to denigrate, misrepresent and
conceal key evidence.
The Jakarta Harbour Master’s Report – to date the most authoritative piece of evidence regarding
the sinking – is grossly misrepresented here. Firstly, the Gates Review inaccurately downgrades
this official Indonesian document to ‘media “expert” analysis of figures reportedly provided by the
Harbour Master’. Secondly, in double-speak worthy of Orwell, the information that it contains – ie
‘positional data from… the fishing boats that rescued the survivors’ - is said to be absent. The
denigration and obliteration of this vital piece of evidence was not an accident or an oversight. As
mentioned earlier in this paper, Defence had been provided with a copy of this report and so was
aware of the rescue coordinates it contained.109
It is a relatively straightforward matter to take positional data such as that contained in the Harbour
Master’s report and compute a likely sinking position provided that the time of sinking is known.
Organisations such as AusSAR regularly do such computations as part of their search and rescue
work. Tomczak’s assessment is based on a similar computation. So in order for Defence to
sustain its claim that the sinking position of SIEVX was unknowable it was crucial that the Jakarta
Harbour Master’s Report be obscured.
The PST minute of 23 October stating that the boat had probably foundered in ‘international
waters’ and Bonsers’ testimony concerning the Coastwatch assessment of the sinking position
were similarly swept aside, becoming merely two of ‘a number of assessments’, all of which are
given equal value by the Gates Review.
As well as denigrating and traducing this public evidence, the Review also continued to conceal
other evidence such as the key DFAT cable that pointed to a sinking location in international
waters.
It is clear that the DFAT cable was part of the Defence holdings reviewed by Gates. Firstly, its
distribution list included three senior Defence personnel; the Minister, Secretary of Defence and
Chief of the Defence Force. Secondly, the cable is referred to in a list of documents that Defence
declined to release under FOI in 2002 indicating it was well aware of this key document.110 Finally,
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it is apparent that the cable was included in Gates’ review as the report quotes directly from it.
For example, these lines are from the cable:
Thursday 18 October - The vessel departed Bandar Lampung at approximately 0130. At this time due to the size
111
of the vessel, 10 PIIs refused to embark...[emphasis added]

The SIEV X Chronology (part of the Defence Review) uses the same words :
18 Oct - Quassey vessel departs a port in south Sumatra (Bandar Lampung) in the early hours (approximately
112
0130G). 10 PII refused to embark due to the size of the vessel...[emphasis added]

These quotes from the DFAT cable are very selective; none of the information contained in the
cable about where SIEVX sank appears. Instead this has become just another ‘assessment’ like
the Coastwatch assessment mentioned by Bonser and the PST minute of 23 October.
Presumably all evidence that Defence ‘reviewed’ that indicated that SIEVX had foundered in
international waters was similarly downgraded.
Through such sleight of hand, the Gates Review was able to conclude that SIEVX could have
sunk anywhere.
The deliberate misinformation and obfuscation in the Gates review finally removes any doubt as to
whether the withholding of the 23 October 2001 DFAT cable from the CMI Inquiry was deliberate.
The Gates’ review was intended to be the final word by Defence on its knowledge of SIEVX.
Gates had the role of providing reassurance to the Committee that Defence evidence had been
open and honest. Instead the Gates review manifests a contempt for the prerogatives of the
Senate Committee.
In October 2001, Defence assessed that SIEVX had sunk perhaps as far south as 8 degrees
latitude in international waters within the Australian border protection surveillance zone (the
cable).113 When the CMI Inquiry commenced its hearings in March 2002 the assessed sinking
position had changed to the Sunda Strait (Hill and Smith). When the PST minutes were released
sourced from the DFAT cable and showing that the boat had likely sunk in international waters
then Defence shifted ground again, now claiming in the Gates’ review that the sinking position was
unknowable.114
So it appears that when the PST minutes of 23 October 2001 were released to the CMI
Committee on 6 June 2002 blowing the lid on the Indonesian waters/Sunda Strait cover story, a
new strategy was then brought into play by Defence. Rather than informing the Committee that
incorrect evidence had been given about the sinking position of SIEVX, it better suited their
purposes to claim that the place where SIEVX sank could not be narrowed down either to
‘Indonesian waters’ or ‘international waters’ – both were possible. This was the ploy of the Gates
review – finally blown away by the release on 4 February 2003 of the key embassy cable, but
already manifestly implausible in May 2002, in view of the Harbour Master’s reported rescue
coordinates then put on the Australian public record by SBS Dateline.
A disturbing footnote to the story of the Gates Review is the refusal by Minister Hill to allow Gates
to appear at the Inquiry for his ‘review’ to be tested. Instead the Minister sent Colonel Patrick
Gallagher (Commander Australian Theatre Joint Intelligence Centre) on only two and a half days
notice and having only been appointed to his current position a few months earlier.115 Senator
Faulkner rightly expressed anger at this action:
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I am accusing the minister of deliberately shoehorning a witness in here who cannot assist the committee in
relation to a whole range of matters…The minister ought to allow the appropriate witness-Rear Admiral Gates-to
come before us, given that Rear Admiral Gates has been tasked to prepare information and background for the
committee in relation to SIEVX-I know it, you know it and every reasonable person knows it. To shoehorn this
116
colonel in in relation to these matters is just an outrage as far as the minister is concerned.

5. Conclusion
By examining the testimony of key witnesses to the CMI Inquiry through the lens of the DFAT
cable it is apparent that the Committee was deliberately misled regarding the likely sinking position
of SIEVX. The release of the cable confirmed what had been gradually emerging since mid 2002 that SIEVX sank in the Operation Relex zone where Australian authorities were carrying out
intensive surveillance. The DFAT cable, the Jakarta Harbour Master’s report, the DIMA
intelligence note and the People Smuggling Taskforce note - all of this evidence, when coupled
with expert oceanographic current analysis, shows unequivocally that SIEVX sank well inside the
Australian surveillance area.
These key items of evidence were extracted painfully, bit by bit over a ten month period. But
although these documents took a long time to become public, they all existed back in October
2001 and were known to Australian authorities when the CMI Committee began its hearings.117
During the course of the Inquiry, the head of Operation Relex and the Minister for Defence went
on the public record repeatedly saying that SIEVX sank in or close to the Sunda Strait, implying
that the sinking occurred in Indonesian territorial waters, outside the Australian border protection
surveillance area. A number of other witnesses knew of evidence that contradicted this and yet,
when given the opportunity to correct the record, chose instead to play for time or keep mum. The
Gates Review that was initiated to investigate and verify the information that the Defence Minister
had provided to the Leader of the Opposition regarding SIEVX, continued the cover up. When the
Committee requested Raydon Gates’ appearance so that his SIEVX review could be tested,
Minister Hill refused.
It is a terrible irony that the CMI Inquiry which was convened to investigate the cover up and
misrepresentation of evidence in regard to the ‘Children Overboard’ allegations, itself fell victim to
another cover up when it turned its attention to SIEVX.
This has all been known since February 2003 and yet at the time of writing, there has been no
response to what appears to be blatant contempt of the Senate. Can witnesses knowingly mislead
the Senate without fear of consequence?
This is not a minor matter – officials at the highest level were prepared to dissemble and mislead
about the circumstances of the deaths of 353 people, including 150 children. That this could occur
casts doubt on other testimony given to the Inquiry. Did witnesses mislead the Committee on other
matters pertaining to SIEVX? Was other vital evidence deliberately concealed? Is there evidence
to support the suspicion that Australia did more than just fail to notice a tragedy occurring on our
watch – were our agencies directly or indirectly complicit?
That such a large number of government officials from a range of government departments were
willing to co-operate in withholding the detailed, highly relevant information in the DFAT cable
leaves little doubt that we are still far from the full truth concerning the sinking of SIEVX.
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Table – Evidence for sinking position of SIEVX
DFAT Cable of 23 October 2001
DIMA Intel Note of 23 October 2001
PST Minute of 23 October 2001
Ibonweb article of 23 October 2001
Map showing zones & rescue position of SIEVX survivors
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7
10
12
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Appendix

Date (AEST)
18-20/10/01

T A B L E 1 - SUPPORTING EVIDENCE FOR SINKING POSITION OF SIEVX
INDONESIAN WATERS/SUNDA ST/UNKNOWN
INTERNATIONAL WATERS
RAAF Surveillance maps of Operation Relex
Charlie zone: SIEVX not spotted
http://sievx.com/documents/20020704AttachmentB.html

12.15am
23/10/01

Titheridge report of phone conversation from
Brigadier Millen: ‘It is believed the SIEV… sunk in
Indonesian territorial seas’.
Transcript of Evidence, Estimates, Senate Foreign
Affairs, Defence and Trade Legislation Committee, 5
June 2002, p. 357
http://sievx.com/testimony/individuals/TitheridgeReSIEVX.pdf

8am
23/10/01

ADF Strategic Command Daily Situation Report:
‘An unknown vessel… is suspected to have sunk
inside ID TS’.
HSC 001/1163, Answers To Questions on Notice,
Defence, Tabled 25 June 2002

11.47am
23/10/01

PM & C email traffic:
‘According to preliminary details… [a] boat… capsized
on 19 October between Java and Sumatra’.
http://sievx.com/documents/20011024EmailAndrewMetcalfeToSusanBallEtAl.html

(NB: In the CMI Report, this email was wrongly stated to have been
sent on 24/10)

Date
unknown –
presumed to
be on 22 or
23/10/01

AFP agent Ben McDevitt informed reporter
Kirsten Lawson that the AFP had interviewed the
Indonesian fishermen who rescued the SIEVX
survivors – Canberra Times, 15 December 2002

1.49pm
23/10/01

DFAT cable:
‘SIEV is believed to have foundered in rough seas to
the south of Sunda St within the Indonesian Maritime
Search and Recue Area of Responsibility… [Vessel
began taking water] out of sight of land… The exact
position of vessel at the time of sinking is unknown
but it is judged as no further south than 8 degrees
south latitude on a direct line from Sunda St to
Christmas Is’.

http://sievx.com/articles/challenging/20021215KirstenLawson.html

http://sievx.com/documents/
(listed under Answers to Questions on Notice, February 2003)

DIMA Intelligence Note 83/2001:
‘At about 1400 hours on Friday, when approximately
60nm from the Sunda Strait the boat began taking
water and finally capsized and sank at about 1500
hours.’

2pm
23/10/10

http://sievx.com/documents/DIMIAIntelNotes.html

People Smuggling Taskforce Minute/Note:
‘Vessel likely to have been in international waters
south of Java’.

3.15pm
23/10/10

http://sievx.com/testimony/PSTMinutes.html

Don Greenlees article in the Australian:
‘About 80km from land at 2pm on Friday, the fishing
vessel began to take heavy water, listed violently to
the side, capsized and sank within an hour’.

AM
24/10/01

http://sievx.com/articles/disaster/20011024_Greenlees.html
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Appendix

Jane Halton reported that an information brief
went to PM that included a heading - ‘Boat sank in
Indonesian waters’ and nine lines of detail which also
stated ‘boat capsized and sank quickly south of the
western end of Java’. Halton stated that the brief did
not specify whether ‘Indonesian waters’ referred to the
territorial seas or the Search & Rescue Area and that
there was a ‘vast interchangeability’ between these
terms amongst members of the PST. (Transcript of
evidence, CMI 2127, 2132-3)

Late
afternoon
24/10/01

http://sievx.com/testimony/individuals/Halton2ReSIEVX.pdf

Jakarta Harbour Master Official Report:
Translation: ‘The immigrants were found at
07 40 00S / 105 09 00E’
http://sievx.com/documents/dateline.html

6.30pm
24/10/01

Senator Hill reported to Simon Crean in a letter
dated 26 March 2002, in response to Tony Kevin’s
initial inquiries, that Defence had reviwed its
documentation regarding the sinking:
‘It has been assessed that the vessel was in the
vicinity of the Sunda Strait when it sank’
http://sievx.com/images/CMI_Docs/HillToCrean.gif

26/03/02

Prior
22/5/02

Coastwatch assessment of sinking position:
‘The best we have been able to work out is that it
was somewhere between the Sunda Strait and
perhaps about 80 miles south of it… but we have not
been able to determine exactly where.’
(Bonser, Transcript of Evidence, CMI, 1672)

to

http://sievx.com/testimony/individuals/MarcusBonser.pdf

4/7/02

Defence Internal Review of Intelligence re SIEV X:
‘Some public comment has inaccurately suggested
that it is possible to say with some precision where
SIEV X foundered (eg media 'expert' analysis of
figures reportedly provided by the Harbour Master at
Sunda Kelapa port in north Jakarta). This is to ignore
what is known, namely that both the timing and
location of its last landfall is unknown (the vessel is
reported to have had a number of stops and delays);
that its planned and actual course is unknown; that the
impact of tides, currents and weather is unknown, and
the impact of its seaworthiness on its speed is
unknown. In the absence of positional data from either
SIEV 'X' itself or the fishing boats that rescued the
survivors,[sic] Defence can only speculate as to where
the vessel foundered. Defence has no reason to
change this assessment. The fact that there are a
number of such assessments only goes to underline
the uncertainty surrounding the information available
on this matter.’ [emphasis added]
http://sievx.com/documents/20020704AttachmentA.html

Oceanography professor, Matthias Tomczak
assesses likely sinking position of SIEVX
‘ If the SIEV X survivors were in the water for 22
hours before they were rescued at a location 50 [sic]
nautical miles from the Indonesian coast, it can be
stated quite categorically that under normal
climatological conditions they could not have started
their drift from within Indonesian waters (the 12
nautical mile limit)’.

18/12/02

http://sievx.com/articles/challenging/20021218MatthiasTomczak.html
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Source: http://articles.ibonweb.com/webarticle.asp?num=1048; downloaded 7 July 2002
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Appendix

Map showing zones and rescue position of SIEVX survivors

Sources: Rescue position: Jakarta Harbour Master document, 24 October 2001; map template based on RAAF aerial surveillance maps provided to
CMI Committee as part of ‘Defence Internal Review of Intelligence’, 4 July 2002; CMI Additional Information, item no. 28
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